The ADD-800 Series (Performance Plus II) headsets have retained all the great features of the original Performance Plus and is enhanced with exceptional listening clarity and voice articulation.

With a super flexible microphone boom, reinforced speaker cabinet, steadfast clickstop boom arm and the use of stress and scratch resistant materials, the ADD-800/ADD-880 headsets have been designed to withstand the toughest of call centre environments.

The lightweight design ensures low operator fatigue all day. The ADD-800 Series also allows the user to find the perfect microphone and headband positions. With our unique steadfast clickstop design, you can be confident that both headband and boom arm positioning will remain all day long without the need for constant re-alignment.

Let us know what connection method you prefer - the ADD-800 Series can be connected via a traditional telephone system or alternatively it can be connected with Microsoft Lync. The choice is yours!

More details online at www.addcom.com
ADD-800 Series

Features
• Monaural and Binaural models available
• Noise cancelling microphone
• Steadfast clickstop adjustable boom arm
• Super flexible microphone boom
• Steadfast clickstop adjustable headband
• Exceptional listening clarity and voice articulation
• Lightweight and durable design
• Stress and scratch resistant materials
• Acoustic shock limiting diode
• No snag points for hair
• Robust Quick Disconnect
• Adjustable clothing clip
• Designed and engineered in Australia
• 2 year replacement warranty

Compatibility
- ADDCOM Multimedia Amplifier ADD-990
- ADDCOM Multi Purpose Switch ADD-818

Accessories
- Curly Cord various
- USB cable with DSP ADD-QD05
- ADD-QD76 USB to QD cable ADD-QD76
- Large ear foam ADD-1012
- Large leatherette ear cushion ADD-1013
- Microphone foam cover ADD-1003
- Clothing clip ADD-1008
- Supervisor Cord ADD-1014
- Inline mute switch ADD-1015

Part number
- Monaural ADD-800
- Binaural ADD-880
- Monaural Lync ADD-800USBLync
- Binaural Lync ADD-880USBLync